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sPring diary 
  It’s busy time for bees and 
for beekeepers in NSW. 
  October hosts AFB Aware-
ness Month and the Tocal 
Field Day. 
  In November, the ABA 
launches a special Field Day 
at Sutherland to coincide 
with Australian Pollinator 
Week. Mark your diary now!

15
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HIVE INSPECTIONS and swarm prevention are 
two of the common tasks we need to under-
take at this time of the year. Having not been 

into our hives for a few months, it’s common to find a 
few non-bee freeloaders hiding under base boards and 
in the corners of hand grips on boxes. 

Often we have gloves on, a hive tool in hand and, 
being used to dealing with the odd bee sting or such, 
think nothing of the odd eight-legged fiend crawling 
around our work zone. 

In my case it was even to the extent of . . . What’s 
that I can feel on my leg? Ahh, probably just another stray 
bee!

Well, that was all great until a few hours later that 
evening and I start feeling quite odd. I was still not 
really thinking anything of it but after a restless night I 
could feel a burning sensation on my lower left leg.

 One glance was enough to see all was not well in 
the shin department.  A trip to the GP resulted in a 
likely spider bite diagnosis. I was prescribed cortisone 
cream and antibiotics, and after a couple of weeks all 
was well again.

PRESIDENT’S LETTER 

Spring surprise
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Len Verrenkamp has a sore start to 
the season

I’ve really no idea what it was. However a redback 
bite sounds more believable than a funnel web so I’ll 
stick with that story.

What does all this lead to?
Not only do we need to look after our bees and pre-

pare them for the new season, we also need to prepare 
ourselves and our equipment for the busy months 
ahead. With this in mind, take a look at the story on 
page 4 and check off the four easy things any beekeep-
er can and should do. 

A little time spent now getting everything ready for 
the season could save you a lot of hassles.

Happy beekeeping!
LEONARD H VERRENKAMP, ABA PRESIDENT

October is AFB Awareness Month

NOTIFY WHERE ?
TO NOTIFY NSW DPI OF AN AFB DETECTION 
OR TO SEEK ADVICE CALL (02) 9741 4790
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON AFB VISIT  
www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/biosecurity-bees

INSPECT
TEST
NOTIFY
ACT.

HELP STOP THE SPREAD OF 
AMERICAN FOULBROOD  
IN AUSTRALIA

president@beekeepers.asn.au
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TIPS

4 equipment checks 
to do right now

1SMOKERS need a good clean out every now 
and then, especially if you use pine needles. 
Pine resin will build up under the lid and po-

tentially restrict the flow of smoke out of the smoker. 
More important is the little hole at the back of the 
smoker near the bottom where the air enters when 
the bellows are pumped. If the air cannot enter you’re 
never going to keep that smoker alight. So check it all 
over and, if you have an Australian-made smoker you 
may actually be able get spare parts for it.

2HIVE TOOLS need a good scrape or scrub with a 
scourer to remove any old wax or propolis that 
accumulated over the previous season. They also 

benefit from a light sharpen. It doesn’t need to be to 
knife standard but a decent edge makes a big differ-
ence when cleaning up frames, dissecting spiders and 
hive beetles! Remember the saying, A sharp knife is 
safer than a blunt one? The same applies to hive tools.

3If you have AN EXTRACTOR, the rotating as-
sembly (fancy name for the bit that goes round) 
has possibly sat in the one spot for the past 

few months and this can be damaging to bushes and 
bearings, especially if there has been any moisture 
around the storage area. So before you have a box of 
frames to extract, give it a spin by hand. It should spin 
smoothly and then slowly come to a stop. If it’s hard 
to turn or won’t spin freely investigate further or take 
it to your local men’s shed. Members there love to fix 
things and can be a great resource for beekeepers on 
all sorts of tasks. A few jars of honey will return their 
value in spades.   

4LOOKING AFTER OURSELVES is centered around 
our protective equipment,. Check the zips and 
Velcro flaps on your bee suit. If you have been 

struggling with over- or undersize gloves, grab a new 
set that fits perfectly. It will make a huge difference to 
how you can handle frames when you have the pads 
of your fingers in contact with frames. Even better, 
work towards not using gloves at all. Take it in small 
steps when the bees are calm. You will be amazed at 
the difference it will make to your handling of frames 
etc. You can always put your gloves back on if it gets a 

little pear shaped. Phone cameras work much better 
without gloves on.

The same attention applies to bee suits and jackets.
There are so many options and brands available, with 
a suit to fit everyone. Too tight and the bees can sting 
through it; too loose and we’re constantly fighting 
with our suit while trying to keep the bees calm and 
work efficiently. Take a trip to your local beekeeping 
supplies and try on a few sizes to find the one that fits 
you. It’s an investment in your safety. A good quality 
well-fitted suit will make you a better beekeeper.

A well-made smoker can last a long time if it is  
given a little atttention once and a while

Len Verrenkamp targets easy fixes 
for the start of the season

4.6 cents 
a kilo

www.agriculture.gov.au/ag-farm-food/
levies/rates/honey

http://www.agriculture.gov.au/ag-farm-food/levies/rates/honey 
http://www.agriculture.gov.au/ag-farm-food/levies/rates/honey 
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ACTIVITIES 

Adventures in 
swarm collecting 
Jamie Thomson urges experienced 
beekeepers to help the community

THIS YEAR, swarm season started on 12 
September for me.  I was in Brisbane and my 
mobile phone rang with a member of the  

public notifying me of a swarm in a park in North Ryde. 
I was able to refer the report to another member of my 
club, who successfully caught the swarm.

Since that day I have been notified of a swarm on 
most days when it hasn’t been raining.  If I’m at work I 
try to have another ABA member attend.  Sometimes 
I get up really early the day after being notified of a 
swarm, go and try to capture it, and then go to work.  
In the evening I go back to the site of the swarm and, if 
it’s stayed in the box, I take it away.

Our beloved hobby of beekeeping can have the 
undesired side-effect of producing swarms at this 
time of the year.  There are things we can do reduce 
the likelihood of swarms but they can still occur.  In 
addition, unmanaged hives (in trees, for example) can 
produce swarms.  When a swarm arrives in some-
body’s front yard, or on the play equipment in a park, 
it is impossible to say where it came from.  We need to 
respond to these situations helpfully and pro-actively 
so as to promote a positive image of urban and subur-
ban beekeeping and to counteract the negative feel-
ings that the affected members of the public may have 
when thousands of bees suddenly descend.

In my opinion, all active beekeepers should consid-
er registering as swarm catchers in their local areas.  
It’s a case of many hands making light work, as there 
are many swarms to deal with at certain times of the 
year.  The ABA website facilitates this, so that, when 
we are unable to attend ourselves, we can refer people 
to the website where they can find the contact details 
of other beekeepers who may be able to deal with the 

swarm.  To register for swarm collection, go to  
beekeepers.asn.au/swarms, click Beekeeper Login, 
then Sign Up.  You will be able to identify the post-
codes where you are prepared to collect swarms.  The 
only additional equipment you will need is a box of 
some sort (I use a corflute five-frame nucleus hive), 
some secateurs and a red light for use at night.  

As with everything else, there’s a lot of information 
on the internet about catching swarms.  I particularly 
like this video: https://vimeo.com/138251728

As with other aspects of beekeeping, collecting 
swarms is interesting, challenging and rewarding.  You 
get to visit fresh locations, meet new people, and help 
them with a problem.  

If it all goes well, you are able to help with the  
public image of beekeeping, which has to be a good 
thing.  You may also build positive relationships 
with other members of your club by collaborating on 
swarm collections.

Jamie is a member of Parramatta amateur beekeePers

SALE: Tee shirts $15
T he ABA has a few tee shirts from the recent confer-

ence still available.  These are top quality cotton tees 
with three-quarter length green raglan sleeves and neck 
band. The Art and Science of Beekeeping 2019 and the ABA 
logo is printed in black on the front. Unprinted, these shirts 
retail for $34. 

Sizes XS, L XL and XXL are available so get in quick to 
secure your summer bee shirt. 

Shop online at beekeepers.asn.au/shop

http://www.beekeepers.asn.au/swarms
https://vimeo.com/138251728 
http://beekeepers.asn.au/shop
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DON’T MISS THIS SPECIAL EVENT! 
THE ABA’S 2019 Field Day will be a combination of talks and practical demonstrations, 

complemented by a trade show that features commercial bee equipment suppliers who 
routinely offer discounts to ABA members. Events will be spread across Illawarra Bee-

keepers’ apiary, bee garden and clubhouse, with talks in the basketball stadium close by. 
Thanks go to Illawarra Beekeepers for hosting the day.

HERE’S WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
FREE TICKETS Book at beekeepers.asn.au/field-day so we can plan catering 
FREE PARKING is available at the sporting complex, entry via Old Princes Highway 
TRADE SHOW runs from 8am to 4pm at 98 Eton Street,  Sutherland
MORNING TALKS from 9am at the Basketball Stadium, Corner Eton Street and Forest Road 
  • 9.00am Phones, cameras and bees  Illawarra Beekeepers’ Emmanuel Farrugia will give 

tips to beginners wanting to capture images of their bees   35min                                                         
 • 9.35am  High-tech tools in beekeeping Michael Syme, vice president of North Shore 

Beekeepers, discusses infrared cameras as a management tool   30 min                   
     • 10.05am BroodMinder Michael continues with a talk on using scales under hives to 

predict what’s happening inside 25 min

 • 10.30am Break: Morning tea available at the basketball complex
  • 10.45am  Honey remedies and herbal infusions  Penny Downy, president of Illawarra 

Beekeepers, explains ways of adding value to honey   30 min  (tastings at clubhouse)
 • 11.15am   First aid for bee stings  Arthur Garske, St John’s Ambulance, and ABA Public 

http://beekeepers.asn.au/field-day
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Officer outlines vital know-hows for beekeepers  20 min

 • 11.35am  How to hold a frame correctly to identify brood diseases  Miskell Hampton,        
Trainer, Certificate III in Beekeeping, explains 15 min                                                                                                 

• 11.50am   School-based training Melissa Wortman, Executive Officer, NSW Industry Train-
ing Advisory Body, on studying beekeeping for the HSC   15 min                                                         

12.10 LUNCH: Drinks and sausage sizzle at Illawarra Beekeepers clubhouse, 98 Eton St
LIVE BEE DEMONSTRATIONS all afternoon in the apiary at 98 Eton Street 
• 1.30pm   Catching a swarm  Bruce White AO, ABA Biosecurity Officer   15 min

• 1.45pm   Opening a hive correctly  Ian Phillips , Illawarra Beekeepers  15 min

 • 2pm  Native bee hive management  Tim Heard, Sugarbag Bees, Queensland  1 hour                                                            
 • 3pm  The Beehive as a factory:   
  Pollen production   Len Verrenkamp
  Dividing established hives  LV
  Comb honey production Bruce White
  Preparing a pollination hive BW
  Queens: all aspects BW     4pm FINISH  
TRADE SHOW Trade show vendors will offer a discount to ABA 

members for equipment purchased on the day. Show your ABA 
membership card to claim the offers.

VENDORS include  Pender Beekeeping Supplies, Bee Gear, 
Hornsby Beekeeping Supplies, iWoohoo, TheHoney Bear, Nuplas 

Please order your 
FREE TICKETS at   
beekeepers.asn.au/

field-day

Bring your ABA  
membership card to get 

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS at 
trade show stalls

http://beekeepers.asn.au/field-day
http://beekeepers.asn.au/field-day
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AFB AWARENESS

Watch out: Robbers about!
DPI Bee Biosecurity Officer Rod Bourke has advice to keep your bees 
from bringing home or spreading disease 

MANY BEEKEEPERS are starting to extract 
honey as spring gets going, and some of 
these extracting areas are getting visited 

by bees sniffing around for a free feed (or they will be 
soon)! Unfortunately this “free feed” could ultimately 
cause the downfall of the entire colony if that pilfered 
honey contains AFB spores.

Under both the NSW Biosecurity Act 2015 and 
Australian Honey Bee Industry Biosecurity Code of 
Practice (which becomes a condition of NSW bee reg-
istration from July 1st 2020), you must prevent bees 
from accessing and robbing honey. This means it is 
your responsibility as a beekeeper to ensure that the 
opportunity is not given to them.

Bees are opportunistic, so if you have a shed full of 
holes, you extract outside or you leave your bee gear 
lying around and exposed, then bees will try to get a 
feed of any available honey. This is especially the case 
if there is nothing better currently on offer. 

That makes it very important that every beekeep-
er regularly assesses their extracting operation/bee 
equipment storage area to see if it is bee-proof. If 
yours is not bee-proof then you need to fix it. It is your 
responsibility to cover it up and not the bees’ fault if 
they are hanging around causing a nuisance.

SOME EASY OPTIONS TO BEE-PROOF YOUR SHED/
BEE EQUIPMENT ARE:

-Specialty contoured foam rubber to fill the gaps in 
corrugated roofing of tin sheds

-Expandable foam for filling the gaps
-Shade-cloth to net stacks of honey boxes (which 

should also have a bottom board, lid and strap to mini-
mise entry of water, insects and dirt)

-Fly-screen, shade-cloth or various fabrics rolled up 
and jammed into gaps or stapled/fastened over areas 

to stop bees accessing.
YOU MAY ALSO WANT TO CONSIDER:
-Closing all doors/windows to stop bees entering 

the room (but you may need a fan or air-con)
-Extracting only at night when bees are not around
-Building a better sealed room within an existing 

porous shed.

At the end of the day the hard fact is that clean 
healthy bees generally access AFB for the 
first time from somebody else’s honey they 

are robbing.  So every beekeeper needs to minimise 
the opportunities of this happening by bee-proofing 
their extracting facility, bee hives and equipment. 
Put bluntly this means stopping bees from getting 
into your extracting area, managing all weaker hives 
to protect them from being robbed, covering up 
and sealing all your surplus sticky boxes, honey and 
cappings buckets, and NEVER feeding honey or wax 
cappings back to bees. Do all of these things and you 
are complying with parts of the Code and reducing the 
opportunity for AFB to occur.

Bee ready for registration changes.  Go to www.
dpi.nsw.gov.au/biosecurity/events to find out about 
DPI talks explaining the requirements of the Code.

BIOSECURITY 

AFB AWARENESS MONTH 
It’s October and it’s time to check your hives thoroughly for signs of American Foulbrood 

Disease. The ABA has a special section online if you need a refresher on the basics. If you 
identify a problem, immediate reporting is mandatory. Suspect you may have problems? 
Send a sample off to the DPI laboratory for free testing. This is something you can’t ignore. 
AFB can wipe out not just one hive but can spread through your apiary and to nearby bee col-
onies. For essential information and links to forms and videos, go to beekeepers.asn.au/afb

http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/biosecurity/events
http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/biosecurity/events
http://www.beekeepers.asn.au/afb
http://beekeepers.asn.au/afb
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CLUB REPRESENTATIVES from Northern Rivers to 
Bega and west from Sydney travelled to Hornsby 
in August. Their focus: to share news and views 

with the current ABA executive, and to learn about the 
many resources the ABA provides to local clubs.  

The day began with a forum led by ABA president 
Len Verrenkamp. 

This was the first ABA-wide event since the new 
constitution was adopted at the AGM in June, and 
it gave club representatives the opportunity to ask 
questions and discuss topics of concern to amateur 
beekeepers in their area and across the state. 

The forum was organised to give ABA executive 
timely feedback from individual clubs so that the team 
can focus and strengthen the organisation during a 
period of rapid growth in beekeeper and club num-
bers. 

Following the general discussion, ABA treasurer 
Lyall Zweck introduced the group to accounting soft-
ware, manager.io. This has been purchased by the ABA 
for the benefit of the organisation and affiliated clubs. 
Says Lyall, “Manager is easy to use, with just a few 
clicks producing up-to-date reports for your meeting. 
Online data allows access for everyone who needs it.”

Sheila Stokes, ABA vice president and web man-
ager, then led the group through the various systems 
the ABA uses or provides free of charge as a benefit 
to affliated clubs. For instance, each club can request 
free email accounts for its executive , and access free 
online data storage, free G-Suite software, and free 
email newsletter creation and distribution software.

Sheila also ran through details of the online mem-

bership system, swarm register and website resources, 
and explained the system for insurance certificate 
mailouts. For club attendees, the day was a chance 
to see these systems in operation, ask questions and 
understand how 
their clubs can 
use the resources 
to best effect.

For many, the 
training was an 
eye-opener, par-
ticularly where 
club reps were 
relatively new to 
their roles and 
seeking ways to keep club admin to a minimum.

“Afterall,” says Sheila, “the less time taken up with 
running a club, the more time everyone has to actually 
look after and enjoy their  bees!”

Representatives from more than 15 clubs gathered to discuss issues 
and learn about smart ways to run their organisations

EVENTS

Clubs join special ABA forum and  
training day

FEEDBACK FROM  
PARTICIPANTS:

“Got a lot out of it”
“Great forum”

“An exceptional forum” 
“Learned a lot”

Club reps listen to Sheila explain how to use the 
various ABA online resources 

TIPS

Queenspotting

NEED SOME tips for spotting her highness in a 
hive full of bees? Recently Bruce White gave a 

talk for Illawarra Beekeepers on finding queens. 
A video of the hour-long event is available to watch 

now at illawarrabeekeepers.org.au/bruce-white-
queen-spotting-re-queening/

https://illawarrabeekeepers.org.au/bruce-white-queen-spotting-re-queening/
http://illawarrabeekeepers.org.au/bruce-white-queen-spotting-re-queening/ 
http://illawarrabeekeepers.org.au/bruce-white-queen-spotting-re-queening/ 
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BEEKEEPING ADVICE

Starting off with bees
Arthur Garske has some tips for feeding fresh colonies without fuss

When you receive your bees, whether 
they come in a package, a nucleus or 
you take charge of a swarm, they need 

to be ‘hived’ into the box you have prepared with 
frames complete with foundation.  And they need 
to be fed regardless of whether there is a honey 
flow or not.

Feed them on THIN SUGAR SYRUP which is 2 
parts water to 1 of white sugar by volume.

Use a frame feeder which can hold 1 ½ litres of 
sugar syrup.  Remove one frame of foundation 
nearest a side wall and place the frame feeder in 
its place.  The bees can consume this amount of 
sugar syrup in 48-hours to draw out the frames of 
foundation.

Placing the frame feeder next to the side wall 
lets you slide the lid open just far enough so the 
feeder can be filled.  Before sliding the lid, smoke 
the entrance and under the lid.

Feeding this way  achieves two things: it stimulates 
the bees to draw foundation and feed the queen copi-
ous amounts of royal jelly, which leads to more eggs 
being laid in the newly drawn frames of foundation.

And because the bees are utilising the sugar syrup 24 
hours a day, regardless of any nectar being brought to 
the hive, they work at peak performance. Even if the 
nectar flow ceases, they can still keep powering on.

Mid North Coast club’s life member Frank 
Karabaic passed away recently after a lengthy 
tussle with cancer. He was 84.

Frank, along with his partner Faye, helped es-
tablish and build the club, with Frank providing 
much knowledge and information to members 
over the years. “Frank was a very skilful and 
silky smooth apiarist. He was a bee whisperer,” 
writes MNC’s Mal Banks. 

Readers of The Amateur Beekeeper may be 
familiar with Frank’s popular Hive Hints series, 
originally written for the newsletter of the Mid 
North Coast club.

Vale Frank Karabaic 

Australian Pollinator 
Week November 10 to 17
For a list of activities across the country, go to australianpollinatorweek.org.au
The week is now sponsored by Wheen Bee Foundation, with the mascot of Rita 
the Reed Bee uniting a wide range of community events, bee-themed happenings 
and promotions. (And don’t forget the ABA Field Day kicks off the week!)

http://australianpollinatorweek.org.au


A LITTLE BIT OF HISTORY

THE ABA was founded in 1954 by Colonel Guy 
Harris Pulling in Turramurra. By 1961, with 
many members spread across Sydney, an off-

shoot formed as Illawarra Beekeepers in Sutherland. 
Over subsequent years, beekeepers in the Hunter 
Valley, Macarthur, Nepean, Central Coast, Parramatta, 
Northern Rivers and other areas established their own 
‘branches’. 

After the Association Incorporation Act 1984 came 
into effect to address issues that organisations in 
general encountered with, for instance,  property, 
liability, disputes and creditors, the ABA registered 
as an association. Gradually, all clubs obtained their 
independent incorporation as separate legal bodies. 
As a result, from a legal perspective, local groups are 
no longer branches of the ABA. The ABA constitution 
refers to “affiliated clubs” instead.

THE CURRENT SYSTEM

SINCE 1962 the ABA had operated with a 
council of club representatives acting as the 
governing body between the Annual General 

Meetings of members. However, at the 2019 AGM in 
Richmond members voted to adopt a new constitution 
to better suit  the fast-growing organisation. (The ABA 
now has 25 affiliated clubs and close to 2700 mem-
bers. Seven years ago, the ABA had seven clubs and 
279 members.)  

A commitee, voted in by ABA members, now has 
the authority to run the organisation and make timely 
decisions in the best interests of ABA members.

The current constitution is predominantly aligned 
to the Model Constitution created under the Incor-
porated Associations Regulation 2016, with some 

ABA EXPLAINED

How the ABA and clubs work together
Vince Schnyder maps out the relationship between the ABA and clubs

adjustments to address the relationship between the 
ABA and its affiliated clubs. 

For example
• in order to become a member of the ABA, an in-

dividual must be a member of an affiliated club 
requiring the payment of ABA membership fees

• an affilliated club must have objects and rules 
similar to and supportive of the ABA, and have 
a financial year the same as the ABA

• the affiliated club must ensure its ordinary 
membership confers on the member ABA 
membership and requires the payment of the 
ABA membership fee in addition to any club fee

• a club must have at least 10 members who will 
become ABA members on affiliation 

• an affliated club must appoint a member of 
the management committee as a membership 
officer. 

The new ABA consitution states that clubs already 
affiliated with the ABA at 21 May 2017 should work 
towards meeting the requirements if not already 
done. With the ABA changing its financial year to July/
June, most clubs have taken the opportunity to bring 
their constitutions in line with the requirements of 
affiliation. 

BENEFITS FOR ALL

THIS STRUCTURE allows clubs to be legally 
and financially independent of the ABA and 
vice versa. Committees of affiliated clubs are 

obliged to follow their clubs’ constitutions and are  
accountable to their members. Similarly, the commit-
tee of the ABA is obliged to adhere to the ABA consti-
tution and act in the interests of ABA members. 
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• listing on the ABA Swarm Collector database
• optional public and product liability insurance 

tailored to the needs of beekeepers
• bi-monthly newsletter “The Amateur Beekeeper” 
• ABA field days and conferences
• website with education resources 
• lobbying of relevant authorities over matters 

important to beekeepers

Benefits provided by affiliated clubs  
to members may include:

• club information meetings and apiary days
• social events
• equipment to borrow (extractors, wiring boards, 

honey presses)
• newsletters 
• social media groups
• library of books and magazines

The ABA committee can support and provide advice 
to affiliated clubs, but will generally not interfere in 
club internal issues. 

Some of the services the ABA provides  
to affiliated clubs:

• a centralised membership register 
• an IT platform to streamline admin tasks
• collecting club membership fees on their behalf       
• free accounting software
• insurance cover
• educational and support services 
• grants to established and newly established 

clubs
• distribution of club newsletters to members

Some of the services the ABA provides  
to individual members:

• membership cards and log books

NATIVE BEES

Pollinators: little in size, huge in variety
Australia’s native bees will be the centre of attention at the largest ever 
gathering of experts and enthusiasts this December 

BEES ARE recognised as the most important group of pollinators on the planet, in both natural ecosys-
tems and in crops. Some 1650 different native bee species are known from Australia, although the true 
number is thought to be closer to 2000 as new species are being discovered every year.  

Bee researchers around Australia are currently investigating topics that include susceptibility of native bees 
to diseases, native bees as pollinators of a range of important crops, native bee evolution, effects of climate 
change and habitat loss on native bees, and identifying new species. A large community of hobbyist and pro-
fessional native bee keepers also exists, and many of these beekeepers contribute to innovation and develop-
ment of this growing industry, as well as contributing to research. 

The 2nd Australian Native Bee Conference, to be held over three days in Brisbane from December 5 to 7, 
seeks to unlock the potential of native bees, a valuable but under-utilized natural resource. The programme 
includes international speakers giving keynote presentations, and students and practitioners presenting recent 
innovations and knowledge. 

A tradeshow will showcase some of the enterprises springing up around native bees, as well as the activities 
of research groups, professional societies and education providers. 

See page 16 for details of the conference. And if you can’t make it to Brisbane, catch Dr Tim Heard, chair of 
the conference organising committee, talking at the ABA Field Day in November, on managing social native 
bees (see pages 6 and 7).

Blue banded bee (Amegilla cingullata) feeding on a native flower
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HONEY 
CONTEST 

Program
9.00 Welcome

9.10  40 Years of Beekeeping  
- Bill Winner

9. 40  2019 Apimondia Review  
- Bruce White

10.00  Honey and Pollen Flora of 
South-Eastern Australia 
- Dr Doug Somerville 

10.30  Morning Tea - Demonstrations for Beginners, bee smokers and 
tools, PPE, Hive parts and opening of a beehive

11.30   NSW DPI Queen Bee Breeding Program Update - Elizabeth Frost

11.45  Beekeeper Training Update - Dani Lloyd-Prichard and Kevin Tracy

12.00  Bee Biosecurity Update - Mark Page and Rod Bourke

12.30  The History of AFB and Analysis Techniques - Dr Michael Hornitzky

1.00  AFB Sniffer Dogs - Sam Giggins 

1.15  Lunch – Field demonstrations of pests and diseases inspection 
of a beehive, and lifting beehives. 

2.00   Main hall special lunchtime 
presentation on ‘The Benefits 
of Competitions and Marketing 
your Backyard Honey’ - Len 
Verrenkamp and Michael Symes

3.00   What makes a good Apiary Site? 
- Nick Geoghegan

3.20   Urban Hum: Boutique Backyard 
Beekeeping - Kelly Lees

3.40    Raffle draw and close

Tocal Beekeepers’ Field Day
Annual40th

Free!

12th October 2019

Trade Show, Honey Tastings and Sales,  
Food and Coffee available all day.

Enquiries: email tocal.bees@dpi.nsw.gov.au

A free event for 
beekeepers and 

beekeepers-to-bee
Tocal College,  
815 Tocal Road  
Paterson NSW

EVENTS 

TOCAL COLLEGE FIELD DAY  
THIS YEAR, marking the 40th annual Beekeep-

ers’ field day at Tocal College, organisers are 
including a honey competition in the event.  

See column at right. 
Highlights of the lecture programme include a pre-

sentation by Doug Somerville about his recent project 
describing the honey and pollen flora of south-eastern 
Australia. One lucky attendee will win a copy of his 

HERE’S YOUR chance to 
see how your honey 
matches up!

This October 12, the DPI’s 
Tocal College is running a liquid 
honey competition in three 
categories: light, medium and 
dark.

Entry is simple: you just have 
to bring your jars (no more than 
two entries per category, two 
500 gram jars per entry) to the 
Tocal chapel before 9am. Each 
entry will be charged $2.

Judging will take place 
during the morning and the 
results anounced at the end 
of the day. Prizes of $50, $30 
and $20 are available in each 
category.

Standard honey competition 
rules apply: entries must be 
in unlabelled standard round 
glass jars with white plastic 
or metal lids. Entries will not 
be moved if submitted in the 
wrong class. 

Light is Pfund reading 16 
- 34; medium is 35 - 59; and 
dark is 60 - 120.

If you are thinking of going 
to Tocal, this is a relatively 
simple way to get a start in the 
world of honey competitions.

Why not give it a try? You 
might just come home with 
a certificate, a cash prize and 
significant boasting rights.

new book, to be released this spring. Fiona Chambers 
replaces Bruce White for the Apimondia Review.

More than 20 vendors are booked to attend the 
trade show, and with honey tastings, a raffle and a 
range of refreshments, the day promises to be both 
informative and entertaining.

Organisers are expecting a big crowd.
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FORAGE FOR BEES 

GROWING GREVILLEAS
Len Verrenkamp explains why this is a bee favourite 

 GREVILLEAS COME IN many shapes and sizes. The great thing is most provide something for our bees. 
Many are late-winter flowering varieties, which is perfect timing as often there is a lack of pollen and 
nectar elsewhere in the local environment at this time. They also flower for quite a few months. So as an 

attractive garden shrub or small tree that is beneficial to the bees and the birds, a grevillea ticks most boxes.
Almost alien-like, the flowers are quite spectacular 

when in full bloom, with long anthers containing the 
pollen grains at their tips. These plants certainly score 
full points for making the pollen available to one and all.

The individual flowers are quite small, so actually 
seeing nectar in the flower is quite difficult. One way 
to tell if the flower does contain nectar is to pick one 
(in dry conditions) and tap it against a glass or metallic 
surface  (a car window works well). You’ll soon see if 
there is any nectar present.   

Propagation-wise I have not had much success so 
far. However on the ABC Gardening programme quite 
recently I saw some tips specifically on striking grevil-
lea cuttings. They involved taking what is called a “heel” 
cutting and dipping it in raw honey before planting into 
a good free-draining propagating mix. The heel-style 
cutting exposes more of the cambium layer of the stem, increasing the chance of root growth. The raw honey 
provides protection from fungus and disease.

This Gardening Australia episode is available via the ABC’s IView on demand service. It’s well worth a quick 
look: episode 32 aired on September 6, 2019, and the grevillea segment starts at the 26 minute mark. 

So whether you propagate your own or buy a plant or two at the local nursery, you are well on the way to 
helping your bees through the lean times – and adding 
some long lasting colour to your environment.
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M
P LEFT:  Heel cuttings are a  

simple way to propagate  
grevilleas and increase your 

bee forage.  TOP:  Flowers give 
up their nectar with a flick of 

the stem over a smooth surface. 
RIGHT: Some species can grow 

quite large so be careful to pick 
the right variety for each  

situation

https://iview.abc.net.au/show/gardening-australia


ABA CONTACTS 

2019 EXECUTIVE TEAM  
LEN VERRENKAMP
president@beekeepers.asn.au
Len is the president of the  
Central Coast club, and a partner 
in a beekeeping business running 
around 80 hives on the NSW 
Central Coast.
For Len the ABA is all about 
“building better beekeepers.”

 

VINCE SCHNYDER
secretary@beekeepers.asn.au
President of Northern Beaches 
Beekeepers and banker in a risk 
and compliance role, Vince likes 
the KISS principle: Keep It Simple 
Stupid.   
His goal: “to simplify and 
streamline our processes so we 
have more time for beekeeping.”

SUE CARNEY
editor@beekeepers.asn.au
Sue is a publishing professional 
with a lifelong fascination for 
bees. She is the founding presi-
dent of Blue Mountains Beekeep-
ers and keeps bees in Langstroth, 
Flow and Warré hives.
“Bees know it: cooperation and 
good commmunication are key.”

DAVE WILSON
education@beekeepers.asn.au
Dave is a former secretary of the 
ABA and has been on the com-
mittee of the Parramatta club 
since 2007. He has 15 bee hives 
in northwest Sydney.
Dave’s motto: “Working hard has 
its own rewards.”

ARTHUR GARSKE
publicofficer@beekeepers.asn.au
Arthur has 48 years’ experience 
with bees and is a founding 
member of the Parramatta club. 
A successful honey exhibitor 
around the state, Arthur now 
judges at shows and events.  
“Detail and plain common sense 
go a long way in beekeeping.”

SHEILA STOKES
web@beekeepers.asn.au
ABA vice president Sheila is also 
president of Hawkesbury Bee-
keepers. She is a web develop-
ment professional who builds, 
maintains and supports all ABA 
IT infrastructure. “Lobbying is 
the way to ensure recreational 
beekeepers’ voices are heard.”

LYALL ZWECK
treasurer@beekeepers.asn.au
Lyall is president of Bega Valley 
Beekeepers and has also been 
that club’s treasurer. During the 
day, he is the finance manager 
for a gallery in Alice Springs, and 
on the weekend cares for a dozen 
colonies. He sees his role as 
“making the money make sense.”

BRUCE WHITE  OAM
biosecurity@beekeepers.asn.au
Bruce retired from NSW DPI as 
Technical Specialist Apiculture af-
ter 41 years’ service, 20 years of 
it managing the Honey Bee Quar-
antine Station. He is an active 
member of Illawarra Beekeepers. 
“We all keep learning. I’m happy 
to pass my knowledge on.”

ANA MARTIN
ana.martin@beekeepers.asn.au
Ana is vice president of Man-
ning Valley club and a member 
of  Hastings Valley. Ana started 
beekeeping as a hobby in 2015 
and has since turned it into a 
full-time business.  “Supporting 
beekeepers benefits us all, but 
also it benefits bees.”

• For general ABA matters, we suggest you 
email secretary@beekeepers.asn.au

• All members of the executive welcome your  
feedback and can be contacted directly via 
these ABA email addresses.

• For club matters, your local club secretary 
should be able to help. 

• Club secretary emails use the format  
[club location].secretary@beekeepers.asn.au
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